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Carter asks for increase in budget;
$19.4 billion hike in Ford's plan sought
WASHINGTON (API-President
Carter yesterday asked Congress to
increase 1978 spending by $19.4
billion above what former President
Gerald R Ford proposed, saying the
money will pay for "important first
steps" toward fulfilling his promises
to the voters.
But Carter said the proposed 1978
federal budget "is essentially still
President Ford's budget" because he
has not had sufficient time to change
it completely.
He said that in changing Ford's
budget, "Proposals have been
rejected that would have needlessly
added to the burden on the elderly
and those who depend upon
Medicare, Medicaid and food
programs."
CARTER PROPOSED increasing

spending to $459.4 billion in fiscal
1978, compared to the $440 billion
Ford recommended. There would be
a budget deficit of $57.7 billion, which
is $10.8 billion more than Ford
recommended.
Spending in fiscal 1977, the current
year, is now estimated at $417.4
billion, with the deficit at a record
$68 billion.
Most of the changes to the Ford
budget were expected. Carter
scrapped Ford's plans to cut food
stamps, child nutrition programs.
Medicare and Medicaid. public works
programs
and
unemployment
benefits.
HE ALSO REJECTED Ford's
proposals for a $10-billion tax cut,
replacing it with his own tax cut and
jobs program that would total an

Council hears proposal
for entertainment facility
By Deb Gebolyi
Staff Reporter
Does Bowling Green need another
bar? How about one located in a
former warehouse about a block
from campus on Pike Street? How
about calling it the Crystal City
Lodge, and including arcade areas,
dancing, carryout liquor, liquor by
the glass and even silent movies?
The idea is alleged to have occurred to Robert W. Maurer, an
attorney and land developer who
owns much of the land formerly
occupied by the Heinz factory.
And it is not meeting with any
acceptance from residents of ward
one who voiced their disapproval last
night at the city council meeting.
Ward one includes the area immediately west of campus and the
former Heinz factory buildings.
THE GALLERY was filled nearly
to capacity with residents who had
come to express their dissatisfaction
with the proposed bar which Thomas
R. Jensen, 306 N. Summit St.. called
an "atrocity."
Although Maurer could not be
reached late last night, Jensen and
his wife explained the position of
some ward residents and what they
understand to be Maurer's plans for
"something similar to that thing on
Dixie Highway (Dixie Electric
Company)."
The Jensens said the opening of a
tavern in an established residential
area would be "a disaster to the
neighborhood, and could lead to an

Weather
Rain likely today and tonight.
High today in the low 50s. Low
tonight In the mid 30s. Cloudy
with a chance of showers and
turning cooler tomorrow, high
in the mid 40s. Probability of
rain 70 per cent today and CO per
cent tonight

exodus from the neighborhood."
"He (Maurer) has said he has no
regard for our neighborhood...he's
saying he wants it to become a big
drunken profit-making area," Jensen
said.
EARLIER THIS MONTH, citizens,
council members and members of
the city police department attended a
hearing conducted by a representative of the Liquor Control Board
urging that a liquor license not be
granted for the area. Technically, the
area is zoned as industrial and
allows a liquor license to be granted
for operation of a lodge with selective membership.
The Liquor Control Board has not
yet made a decision, and at Mayor
Alvin C. Perkins' request last night,
both the mayor and city council went
on record as opposing the granting of
the liquor license.
Jensen requested "the master plan
to keep that area residential be
followed," and asked for council's
support in maintaining the integrity
of the neighborhood.

estimated $31 billion over two years.
He trimmed defense spending by
about $350 million from Ford's
request for fiscal 1978 and proposed
cutting back on authority for defense
spending after 1978 by about $2.7
billion.
Outlays for defense under Carter's
plans would total $111.8 billion,
compared with Ford's $112.3-billion
proposal. Carter would Increase
spending for the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to
$161.7 billion, compared to the $159.4
billion recommended by Ford.
THERE WOULD BE a cutback in
production of the controversial Bl
bomber to five planes instead of
eight, and development of the Air
Force's new M-I super-missile would
be slowed as would development of
the Army's advanced attack
helicopter.
Production of the F15 aircraft
would be reduced from 108 to 78
planes, i
But Carter's budget document said,
"Despite these reductions, the
revised request permits real growth
in the resources devoted to strategic
programs, although at a slower rate
than proposed in January by Ford."

N.wtpholo by Mindy Milligon

Brides

The new fashions for bridal gowns were featured at the Bridal Fair last night,
sponsored by the Fashion Merchandising Association. Local merchants sponsored
booths at the fair, which filled the Grand Ballroom with more than 400 spectators.

ACGFA hears funding requests
Editor's note: This Is the second of
two articles recapping last weekend's
general fee allocation hearings.
By Dennis J. Sadowskl
Staff Reporter
Nearly half of the 36 groups that
have applied for funding from the
general fee presented their requests
last weekend before the Advisory
Committee
on
General
Fee
Allocations (ACGFA).
The 17 groups that appeared before
ACGFA requested a total of
$549,226.25.
Uche O. Ajunwa, president of the
Black African Peoples Association,
requested $4,765 for the group, more
than triple last year's allocation.
"The amount given to us wasn't

sufficient enough last year," Ajunwa
said. "We would like to continue this
process of bringing rounded speakers
to this campus.
"This year we are asking for more
money because It will be involving
more people."
"Programs planned for next year
include a number of speakers, including an African ambassador and
several programs, he added.
WOMEN FOR WOMEN, through
Sheila R. Woods, asked for funding
totaling $5,106, more than double last
year's allocation.
Women for Women is a service
organization for all people, Woods
said, to help women find their objectives in life.
"We feel the University should be

Frosh, graduate enrollment dips
By Tom Griesser
Staff Reporter
Winter quarter figures for the main
campus show a decline in freshman
and graduate student enrollment,
according to Glenn I. Van Wormer,
assistant vice president of resource
planning.
This quarter's enrollment of 15,621,
compared to 15,930 for last year,
includes « 2 per cent decrease in
freshman enrollment and a 6 per
cent decrease among graduate
students, Van Wormer said.
"WE HOPE TO be able to stabilize
the freshman class and to return
graduate enrollment to what it was a
year ago," Van Wormer said.

Cary
Brewer,
director
of
registration, said the lower freshman
enrollment stems in part from a
national trend toward two-year instead of four-year colleges.
"On a national level there is
growing emphasis towards two-year
colleges because students want to be
trained in a specific area," he said.
Recruitment programs such as
Phone Power, which contact potential
students, are designed to create a
positive impression of the University,
according to Brewer.
"WE HAVE TO realize the need to
become more sales and marketoriented," Brewer said. "We can't
rely upon past reputations."

Brewer said the University also
keeps admissions open throughout the
year to attract new students.
"If you were a girl five years ago,
you would find admissions closed In
October. Now admissions are open
throughout the whole year," he said.
Graduate Dean John H. LaTourette
said the Graduate College also has
designed programs to compensate for
this year's enrollment decrease.
"What we are trying to do is to
gain some breathing space to work
against national trends," he said.
to page 5

the birthplace for the new ideas of
social benefit," she said.
The organization currently is
preparing a booklet, which will be
expanded next year if enough funding
is received, according to Mary K.
Dahl. a member of the group.
She said the booklet will contain
information useful to both men and
women.
The organization is planning a
library featuring works by, for and
about women, Woods added.
IN(.HIl) E. PRALL, director of the
Student Consumer Union (SCU),
presented a request totaling $3,400.
an increase of $400 from last year.
Prall said she asked for the increase to offset the increased costs of
printing and to allow the SCU to
print more publications.
She said expenses include pamphlets, housing information nights
and recruitment of volunteers.
Part of the expenses includes
travel to the American Council of
Consumer Interests convention which
allows consumer unions to get
together and discuss services.
Dr.
Joseph A. Del Porto,
professor of journalism, asked
ACGFA for $2,500 to pay for salaries
and printing costs of two editions of
Syzygy magazine.
Syzygy is a magazine published by
the Benjamin Franklin Society, a
magazine
club.
Del Porto said that since Syzygy
was recognized as an official
publication by the University
Publications Committee, it could not
receive funding from the School of
Journalism.
"I think there is a continuing
problem between members of the
city and members of the University

community," he said. "The thrust
and purpose of this magazine is to
help improve understanding of the
other by this organization.
"Our decision, so far, has been not
to sell advertising for the next
edition of Syzygy. If we would get
any advertising, it would be frosting
on the cake"
Robert
M.
Dickinson,
a
representative of the Human Rights
Alliance (HRA), asked the committee
for $2,475, more than double last
year's allocation.
"We try to bring various speakers
to this campus from across the
political spectrum," Dickinson said.
"One problem we have confronted
since we have been in existence is
communication with other groups."
Dickinson said HRA is planning a
newsletter for the future to keep its
members informed.
"We were allocated $1,000 this year
and with that amount it is hard to
advertise and present programs," he
added.
"According to Teresa E. Sanders,
director of the BGSU Gospel Choir,
the choir plans to release a record
within the next year and asked
to page i

Inside the News...
The function and accuracy of
The BG News is questioned in a
guest column by Student Government Association president Bill
Burns on page 2.
Reactions and alternate food
service plans are examined in
part two of Jane Musgrave's
series on page 3.

news
views

"Should classes be scheduled to
begin en the half-hour instead of
on the hour?"
This week news views asked
students their opinions about a
proposal to be presented to the
Dean's Council Friday that would
change class scheduling from the
present on-the-hour start and end
times to on-the-half-hour start and
end times.
Of the 15 persons interviewed,.as
many persons said they think the
change would be beneficial as
were indifferent Those who were
in favor of the proposal said it
would give students an extra half
hour to sleep or to do homework.
Only three persons were against
the Idea, saying they were used to
the present schedule and did not
want it changed.
N«wipho*o« by Grag Smstfod

Martha L.

Butler, freshman:

"Maybe it'd be an advantage,
maybe for homework, to get it
done. I would like It, to get
homework done."

Joey

A.

Felpo,

sophomore:

"I think that'd be a lot better
because it gives students an extra
half hour to sleep in the morning.

Carol M. Rantala, sophomore:

"If they start at 8:30, it's a
psychological matter. I think it'd
be better at 8:30."

Tim B. Stanford, freshman:
"If they did, I'd just go to bed a
half hour later, any way...I
wouldn't like 4:30 or 5:30 classes
because I like to eat at 5 and
that's when our house eats. I
guess it'd be good to an extent.

Jeff

A.

Garman,

Junior:

"I like to start right at 8. I
could Uve with it, it'd be different.
I'm Just used to the way it la. I
guess I'm just a creature of
habit."

opinion
almost too good
Starting classes at B 30 seems almost too good to be true-but it
can become a reality thanks to the efforts of Joseph M. Wheeler,
director of scheduling, and with the cooperation of two councils
and the University president
Wheeler's proposal involves starting the class day at 8:30 a.m.
instead of fl Better use can be made of classrooms, a wider
variety of courses can be set for early hours and the obvious lunch
brcik would be eliminated by doing so
A,so the life of the student would be made easier by affording
him an opportunity to sleep an extra half hour-a psychological
motivation
This becomes an issue especially in winter quarter
when early morning foot travel is uncomfortable and sometimes
dangerous
Before the plan can go into effect, it must be approved by the
Deans' Council Inday and eventually by Academic Council.
We contend that the change to half hour scheduling is an innovator plan .ind Wheeler should be commended for his efforts.
Amazingly, there appear to be no major disadvantages of the
program and. with so many substantive advantages, who could say
no?
I he proposal is workable (it is working successfully at Cleveland
State University) and it faces no major obstacles.
Lefs gel on it

avoid rash actions

'judgment is founded on truth...'

in criticism of the news
Bel
SGA
Gueit Colnmntat
"Judgment is founded on truth..."
These words appear at the top of this
page every day. If I may, I would
like to add to this line and say,
"Truth is founded on facts." It is this
issue which has caused considerable
alarm for the members of The BG
Newjs for the Dast week.
And I
believe lustly so.
Considerable time and effort was
wasted by members of The News last
week because of an action I took at
last Monday's Student Government
Association's meeting. At this
meeting I announced that "a closed
SGA meeting will be held Sunday,
Feb. 20, and that the location will be
announced later. This is a mandatory
meeting."
THE MEMBERS of the News
experienced something they have
been forcing several others on this
campus to experience all year;
negativism, through biased misinformation.
I will start with Jim Sluzewski,
editorial editor of the News. Pall
quarter Mark Kerns, the student
representativeto the Board of

Trustees, and myself had lunch with
Jim, and Joe Wollet, the editor. At
this luncheon one of the topics
discussed was the possibility of
services being cut back in the health
center. Wollet and Sluzewski were
sold on the ideas because of the
facts.
On Friday, October 22, 1976, an
editorial appeared in the News encouraging students to provide input
on the matters of what programs
should be cut. On Friday, November
18, I held a meeting with members of
several key student organizations on
campus to ask them their opinions on
certain matters. Again, one matter
that came up was the possibility of
services being cut in the health ce
nter. I specifically asked two people
who were present at this meeting,
Jim Sluzewski and Joe Wollet, their
opinions again on the health center.
They again agreed services should be
cut.
On the following Monday, the
Board of Trustees cut $96,000 out of
the health center budget. On
Tuesday, an editorial appeared accusing the Board of Trustees, the
administration, and Mark Kerns for
acting irresponsibly and not soliciting

Deciding between the quarter system and semester system is a
tough decision. Hut it is a decision Academic Council and the
University president must make soon
If the*, approve a semester calendar, students in the 1978-79
school year will be the first to experience a 15-week grading period
Since the University i onverted to quarters in 1963
rhere are solid arguments for and against the issue and
A( ademu ( mini il should make an attempt to gather mass opinions
from students and faculty through a poll or other methods.
Semesters will allow subjects to be probed further and may
provide more insight in many areas of study. In addition, a
semestei S< hedule means breaks will fall in what is traditionally the
worst par) of the winter -possibly eliminating canceled classes and
an espet ially hard energy crunch
Making M« h a tonversion would not be an easy task
It is costly to niggle class schedules and amounts of quarter and
semestei hours No one is exactly sure just how expensive it will

enough student input.
I WILL CONTINUE with Senator
Wendy Weaver who announced at an
SGA meeting that she was going to
investigate circulation policies at the
library. The News, denouncing at the
time in an editorial circulation
policies, did nothing to support
Weaver in her bid to investigate.
They did, however, run a front page
article on the library policies. An
article that was based on an interview with Weaver, and which
failed to mention Wendy's name or
give her due credit.
I will now focus attention on Bill
Estep, sports editor. Estep. in his
sports column earlier this quarter,
reported that the turns in the track
in the new rec center
would be
square, and that the track would be
a duplication of the existing 120 yard
facility in the Men's Gym. I would be
quick to add, that much to
everyone's dismay, after his biased
misinformation, that the turns will be
rounded and in fact the new track,
which will be 190 yards, is much
closerto a 220 yard track than the
existing 120 yard one in the men's
gym.
Where were these facts in your

be
In addition, the University may be barred by the Ohio Board of
Regents trom (hanging to semesters It will take substantial
amount' of time, investigation and discussion.
Helorp the council makes a decision, it should solicit the
opinions ol ,i representative number of students. If the plan is
favored liy only a small minority, it should be buried If it is
tavored l«v ,i maforitv, it may be worth the cost and bother
Changing to semesters will have far-reaching consequences.
Study ii carefully

THE LOME B&& KANGER (fw> TOKO)
speaking out

what has been learned from the sgo ordeal?
By Kevin McCray
Managing Editor

The recent controversy between
Student Government Association
(SGA) President Bill Burris and The
BG News has been enlightening for
both parties, and perhaps the student
body and University administration
as well.
What did the News learn?
Superficially, we discovered that
professional journalism does not
begin just inside the newsroom of
The Washington Post, The New York
Times or CBS. We found that on
occasion we must play petty games
with intern politicians and junior
bureaucrats, much like Woodward
and Bernstein played with the Nixon
administration.

BUT BEYOND that, we also
learned that student government, as
established at the University, is
terribly
inadequate
and
unrepresentative of the student body.
When'. Bill Burris and the others
elected to SGA were brought into
office, they came there with a vote
of only 14 per cent of the undergraduate student body. Burris
himself was elected by only 5 per
cent of that population. In light of
this apparent dissatisfaction with
student government, some have gone
so far as to call for the abolishment
of SGA.
But the present News staff is not
calling for the abolishment of SGA.
We believe a more representative
student government is possible if
those serving the elected positions do
more to fulfill their appointed tasks.

The S*G Hews
Page 2
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However, the News has called for
the resignation of Burris from his
position because he has acted in an
immature and irresponsible manner,
and yet continues to represent
himself as a student body leader.
Burris still refuses to defend the
fraud he perpetrated upon the
University. He has not eased the
embarrassment suffered by the
University community. The News
does not believe the student body
should be led by such an individual.
FURTHER, WE discovered that
some University students and administrators are unaware of the
function of a newspaper, of news and
of editorials.
The primary function of a
newspaper is to present the news. We
cannot apologize for negativism, if
that is how you interpret a news
article or a news event If something
that is a news item comes across in
a negative fashion it is because you
disagree with what is presented.
When you feel an editorial-an
expression of opinion-is negative. It
is because you differ from the
opinions of the editors-, of the
newspaper. They cannot apologize for
that.
Editorials
never
consciously
mislead the reader, distort a
situation or misrepresent an individual.
HOWEVER, THE editorial writer
should be professional enough to
correct his concept of an event, his
opinion, when further evidence
warrants such an action
It is ironic the News endorsed
Burris for SGA president prior to last
winter's elections. Again, we emphasize that editorial writers can
change their minds and should
correct their mistakes.
In addition, the editorial writer
should realize that there are those
who differ In opinion and should
provide those individuals with the
opportunity to respond in some
fashion.
The News also has learned that
some leaders, be they students or
administrators, do not believe the

student press should report things
that affect students. Perhaps the
press should have printed the facts
as Richard Nixon gave them, or
reported the Vietnam war as the
Pentagon wished.
WHAT HAVE Burris and SGA
learned from the controversy?
It is our hope Burris now has a
more proper conception of a
newspaper. He should have learned
that professional journalists refuse to
play games with irresponsible people.
He should have discovered that the
News did not waste the time of the
student body, SGA, student courts,
administrators and the Wood County
Common Pleas Court for its own
interests. It contacted those groups In
an effort to guarantee that the law
be followed by SGA.
Burris challenged
the News to
publish our staff salaries. Our
salaries are public record and we
don't suffer any grief by publication
The News can justify its salaries
by breaking them down on an hourly
basis.
From those facts It can be
discovered that money is not what
draws people to work on the News.

FURTHERMORE, THE News is
willing to make available any record
required by law to be kept by the
organization. It does not operate
behind closed doors, except in
carrying out its proper function of
newsgathering.
Burris should realize that he has
now created an antagonistic situation
that will make future SGA - BG
News cooperation unnecessarily
difficult. New SGA members and
News staffers will unfortunately
suffer preconceptions of the other
because of his childish actions.
And what can the student body and
administration leam?
Perhaps many things, unique to
each Individual. But at the least, that
The BG News Is a professional
newspaper
operated
in
as
professional a manner as possible in
an effort to report news and opinion
In addition, it should leam that the
current SGA does not adequately
meet the needs of the student body.
Nor does it represent a sizeable
proportion of the undergraduate
population and should not be counted
on for valuable input into studentoriented issues.

Newt Salaries
(amounts per quarter)
Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Editorial Editor
Wire Editor
Makeup Editors (two at)
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor
Business. Manager
Sales Manager
Advertising Manager
Associate Sports Editor
Assistant Copy Editors (three at)
Sports Writer
Circulation Drivers (two at)
Photographers (two at)
Librarian
Reporters (eight at)
Assistant Sports
Editors (two at)

1615

600
420
360
300
210
310
380
300
600
490
450
140

m
m
180

228
150
168
216

column Bill Estep? You mention thf
your information came from M*
Brodt, the track coach. That wast:
the best resource to get facts on th
track from. He's got a vested If
terest in undermining the planne
facility.
I will now focus attention on thH
editorial that appeared in tl
Tuesday, Feb. 15th edition of ty
News, inn Sluzewski is once aga
the target.
IN HIS editorial. Sluzewski is quu
to point the finger at me and thffl
Association as being unrepresei
tative. The topic was House Bill!
which would put a ceiling on fees
all state universities. The editorial
points out that students here ar
concerned about rising fees, and the
House Bill 5, should be supporte.i
Several references were made to th
University of Toledo, and the effort
they're taking to get House Bill
passed.
I asked Sluzewski, Joe WoUAj
Kevin McCray, Bill Saunders, art
Patti Thomas
l the members of tiMj
editorial boardl if any of them had
copy of House Bill 5. They did not.
asked all of them if they had read
copy of House Bill 5. They did not.
asked them if any of them ha
talked to Mike Stinziano, the authoi
of the BUI. They did not. I asked
any of them had talked to myse
Dr. Moore, Dr. Ferrari, or any othe
member
of
the
Universil
Educational Budget Committee abou
the University's philosophy on HOUJ
Bill 5. They did not.
I asked them who they talkci]
Sluzewski told me he talked ti
students. I asked him what question
he asked of these students. He said
'I asked them if they were in fav
of fee ceilings." I limi asked him i
he knew what the ceiling was tha
House Bill 5 would be set at. I)
said, again, "No." I then informn
him that House Bill 5, if passed
would set a tuition ceiling of $230 pe
quarter. Our tuition is currently f.:H
per quarter. This would mean tha
BGSU would lose roughly $375,000 urevenues if House Bill 5 passed.
I WILL NOW quote the editorial
(and remember, this was writter
without any knowledge of House Bil
5, or any official input): "So, if SGV
doesn't see fit to ask the student
body to support House Bill 5, the
News will." There you have it.
In Friday's paper, Joe Wollafl
challenged me as to what I'm doir\(
as SGA president in my playing
games with the News. Here is my
answer. My reason is that for tool
long the News staff (in general) has
been trying to play a much toe
professional role. They haw
overlooked, several times, the fact!
and objectivity in their reporting and|
editorializing.
I, as Student Body President!
representing that silent majority, sqy
it is time that you at the News quit!
playing your games of Woodwart
and Bernstein. As for the time yoa
say I wasted for all parties involved
in my practical joke, one thing you
are not reporting, and that is yen.
and your organization were the ones
who cried wolf, and I say for the last!
time. Its time that you and yout
organization report the facts a<
they're given to you, and quit your
negative accusations.
We, as students, are sick and tired!
of the unnecessary suffering arhj
bickering that your issue columns
cause. All we want are the facts, am-»j
not your personal bias. Give us only
the facts so we can "judge the trutW"
for ourselves. Start giving support
and stop tearing down. It's about!
time proper credit Is given where it':
due. You've asked what Student!
Government has done for thf.
students, and I say the majo
problem we've had is your continuaL
thrown road blocks in our path. Yew
have a responsibility to every othei
organization on campus. A respon
sibility to keep your own persona
biases out of our newspaper,
IN YOUR CALL for my resignation
you state that the student body, SGA
the student court system, the Woocfl
County Common Pleas Court and tin
News do not have time to plaj
games with junior bureaucrats. But
didn't call these people, you did. AM
for my attitude, I'm doing somethinf
that should have been done long ago
I now challenge you, and th>]
members of your organization, u
print your salaries, which corM
directly from the student's pockets'
It is only fair that the entire studen
body which you, too, represent car
see If they're getting their money''
worth out of you and your blase-/
misinformation. There's your test BG
News. In student body president'
dare you to accept It

Wedeeaday, Feb. 21, 1*77, Hie BG Newt Page J

Winter Quarter Exam Schedule

Cafeteria systems compared

TIME OF
EXAMINATION

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

3/14

3/15

3/16

3/17

7:45 a.a. to
9:45 a.a.

8M
(BA 102)

9M
9W

10M

11M

Editor's note: Thb la the
secoad la a series of
related articles dealing
with University Food
Services

8U
9T

10T

11T

By Jane Mnagrave
Staff Reporter

10:15 a.a. to
12:15 p.a.

8T

12:45 p.a. to
2:45 p.a.

3M

2T
2W

12M
12T

1M
1R

3:15 p.a. to
5:15 p.a.

4H
4T

3T

2M

IT
1W

5:45 p.B. to
7:45 p.a.

10W

5:30 & 6pm
Monday
Evening
Classes

Tuesday
Evening
Classes

8:00 p.a. to
10:00 p.a.

7:30 & 8pm
Monday
Evening
Classes

6:00 p.a. to
10:00 p.a.

ACCT 221
ACCT 222

Classes

5:30 & 6pm
Thursday
Evening
Classes

7:30 4 8po
Tuesday
Evening
Classes

7:30 & 8pm
Wednesday
Evening
Classes

7:30 4 8pm
Thursday
Evening
Classes

INFO 160

SPCH 102
PSYC 201

5:30 & 6pm

5:30 & 6pm
Wednesday
Evening

EXPLANATION:
A class that meets (or the first lecture time in a week at 8:00 a.m. Tuesday
(ST) is scheduled for examination at 10:15 a.m. Monday March 13. A class that
meets for the first time in a week at 12:00 noon Monday (12M) is scheduled for
examination at 12:45 p.m. Wednesday March 15.

Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports

Court to review bias
The Supreme Court said yesterday it
will decide if special school admissions
programs that benefit blacks and other
minority students illegally discriminate
against whites.
The justices voted without comment to
review a decision by the California
Supreme Court that such programs
foster a type of reverse discrimination
and violate the rights of whites to be
treated equally under the law.
How the high court eventually rules
could affect drastically all so-called
affirmative action programs in
education and business across the
nation.

Gas motives questioned
Texaco is withholding from production
over 500 billion cubic feet of natural gas
in two fields off the coast of Louisiana
that could have been tapped this winter
to ease severe gas shortages,
congressional investigators
said
yesterday.
Texaco did not attempt to pump this
gas into interstate pipelines because of
a "desire to maximize its profits," said
John Galloway, who headed the probe
by the
House
Oversight and
Investigations subcommittee.
Texaco has stated it is producing as
much natural gas as it can from these
fields. Texaco officials are scheduled to
testify before the subcommittee today.

Watergate burglers settle
Lawyers for former President Richard
M. Nixon's 1972 campaign fund have
agreed to pay $200,000 in an out-of-court
legal settlement to four men recruited
for the original Watergate burglary.
"This settlement provides what we
have been saying all along, that the
Cubans were tricked into participating

in the Watergate entries," their lawyer,
Daniel Schultze, said yesterday.
The civil case had been scheduled to
go on trial tomorrow.
The original lawsuit Died by Bernard
L. Barker, Eugenio Martinet Virgilio
Gonzalez and Frank Sturgis asked $2
million dollars in damages, mainly from
former officials of the 1972 Committee
to Re-elect the President.

Senate okays boost
The Senate voted yesterday to fatten
President Carter's economic-stimulus
program of tax cuts and federal
spending amid growing opposition to his
proposed $50-per-person tax rebate.
By a vote of 72 to 20, senators added
$1.7 billion to the $15.5 billion stimulus
plan recommended by Carter for the
period that ends next Sept. 30.
The vote does not represent an endorsement of Carter's much-criticized
$50-per-person tax rebate; it means only
that if the rebate is approved, the
budget will accommodate it.
The vote was whether to amend the
budget for the current fiscal year to
allow a stimulus package costing up to
$17.2 billion, as recommended by the
Budget Committee. The House is
expected to vote today on a similar
figure, $1?J billion.

Is Bernie Tauptn a secret
University alumnus?
Taupin has never appeared
on class lists here but what
else could explain the
lyrics he wrote for Elton
John's song "Gotta Get A
Meal Ticket"?
The lines "I gotta get a
meal ticket...To survive
you need a meal ticket,"
are not only the song's
refrain for this song but an
interpretation of most oncampus student reaction to
the meal coupon system
here. It seems most
students would willingly
trade in their four meal
coupon books for an oldfashioned meal ticket.
Although many students
indicate that they think the
meal coupon system is too
expensive, the meal coupon
system has and does
reduce board rates.
SIX YEARS AGO the
University was faced with
the possibility of having to
raise
board
rates.
According to Jerrold L.
Clark, director of food
operations, University
President HoUis A. Moore
Jr. instructed him to
devise a program that
would minimize board
rates.
A committee of 35, most
of whom were students,
was formed and with what
Clark termed "a hell of a
lot of input from different
people," the meal coupon
system was established.
In 1971, the system's first
year of operation, students
paid $160 for four meal
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fc*iO*
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"«%
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coupon books. Today that
figure is $180 but still la
substantially below the
board rates of all but one
state university.
Based on data collected
by Robert G. Rudd,
director of housing, the
only university charging a
lower board rate than
Bowling Green also has a
meal coupon system. Kent
State University students
pay $510 a year for
coupons, $30 less than
Bowling Green.
BOARD RATES at other
Ohio universities range
from $585 at Wright State
University to $810 at Miami
University.
Some state universities
offer students several
different board plans. At
Ohio
University
for
example, a student can opt
for either 21. 15, 14 or 10
meals a week. Under this
system, the student pays
between $645-780 a year,
depending on the plan he
chooses.
Clark said a multiple
meal plan of this nature
was considered but it was
decided the meal coupon
system had several advantages over the other
systems.
One of the advantages
Clark cited was the extended hours of operation
the meal coupon plan
provides.
The
six
University cafeterias are
open from 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
and 4-7 p.m. (hours vary
slightly from cafeteria to
cafeteria). The University
also operates two fast food
service units. The Mid-Am

The National Weather Service calls it
a shift in upper-level winds. But to
winter-weary Ohioans, it means just one
thing-it's finally getting warm.
The weather service reports that the
past two days have brought a
significant change in the large-scale
weather pattern over the United States.
"This does not mean we won't have
any more chilly weather," according to
Mason Bennis, meteorologist in charge
of the weather service office in
Columbus."

Your first cours
with Hills.. because
we're looking tor men and women interested in
learning retail operations from the basics on up
\bur Hills training program will be demanding
and may involve relocation. But it's in-the-field
training. Vtou'll be evaluated often, so you know
where you stand. And it can be rewarding.
Because solid training makes strong
management, and we look to promote from
within - to executive store management level, or
to related management positions
We're 55 stores and growing Big, but
not so tug our people are just numbers
We're personal. If you're interested in a retail
store management career, talk with us.

INTERVIEWS:
TIME:

9 AM. to 5 PM.

DATE:

VVED

PLACE:

PLACEMENT CENTER

MaroS 2nd

CHILD 6 4
ADUIT J-13
NO HALF SIZES
AOO I - POSTAGE

OWL WITH THE PRO'S
A PRO-AM QUALIFIER
will be held
Saturday, Feb. 26 at 3:30 PM.
at the

AL-MAR COLONIAL LANES
1010 N. Main
Coif is $5.50
Participant* will bowl at l«ast 3 games
At l«ast 2 winners
[Winners to bowl In the Pro-AM At
Imperial Lanes In Toledo

CEDAR POINT

****¥******'rlr**¥**Jr¥H
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. Phone 352-9378

PIEDMONT - 835 High St

$280.00/mo.

BUCKEYE HOUSE 649 6th St

$280.0Q/mo.

BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 6th St

$280.00/in.i.

SMALL BLDGS - between
6th & 7th East of Manvllle

$225.00
to $260.00/mo.

FEATURES:
2 Bedroom
Gas Heat & Alrcondltlonlng
Laundry Area In Each Bldg.
Residents pay only electric and cablevtaion
Furnished & Unfurnished
Sliding Door to own Balcony or Patio
Extra Large Closets
Picnic tables and rec. areas

MODEL OPEN - COME AND SEE
OTHER RENTALS:
House*. Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Furnished and Unfurnished
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATION

Eighth Street

*
*
*

Napoleon

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CULTURAL BOOST ANNOUNCES
A MINI CONCERT
with

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

TIM McCLOSKEY
and

RICH VELINSKI
TONIGHT: 9 P.M.
McDonald East Lounge

FREE

FREE

*
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Wednesday

Is

$DOLLAR DAY$
ROAST BEEF&FR1ES
Enjoy Roy's famous Roast Beef Sondwich;
tender,

juicy roast round of beef sliced

fiPFrVT
l()l30 &lTi

thin and stacked high on a sesame bun,
with Cowboy Fries.

Reg. $1.34

good Feb. 23 only

$1.00

Roy Rogers

fflfc
Affirmative Action Employer M/F.

being in reality "all you
can waste." He said
Michigan State University
reportedly throws out 4
tons of food a day. Since
the installation of the meal
coupon system, Clark said
waste
in
University
cafeterias
has
been
reduced 85 per cent
"When a student Is
paying for each individual
item, he's only going to
take what he knows he can
eat." Clark said.
The meal coupon system
may have improved the
attitude of the food service
employes toward students.
Clark said.
"People in food service
used to have a rotten attitude towards students.
They didn't care one way
or another whether they
were meeting students'
needs." Clark explained.
"I helped develop the
program with the idea that
never again would I have
to tell a student 'no'."

\( KDAK
POINT
(AMUSEMENT PARK,/
rSandusky, Ohio will hold)
f on-campus interviews March)
)3 and 4 for summer en>\
iployment. Appro ximalt'y
U.200 positions available for(
t<i wide variety of jobs,
f Housing available. Contact)
/Student rlnployrnent Offlcev
)for information and an\
) appointment

SPECIAL FEATURES:
FOR ALL OF OUR RESIDENTS
USE OF BG'S ONLY YEAR ROUND
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
WITH LARGE GAME & PARTY ROOM
HUGE FIREPLACE. PING PONG & POOL
TABLES
KITCHEN FACILITIES AND BAR AREA

Introduction
to Loading
Platform 101

"THERE'S NOT another
school in the country that a
student can use the money
he paid for in his board
rate to eat from seven in
the morning until 12 at
night" Clark said.
In addition to the
cafeterias, Mid-Am and
Amani Rooms, students
can use their coupons at
The Strawberry Patch
Pancake House and Towers
Inn. The Pancake House
has closed temporarily
because of the energy
crisis but was open on
Saturday and Sunday from
11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Towers Inn is open Monday
through Friday from 4:15-6
p.m.
These four auxiliary food
services and the fact that
meal coupons can be used
at any of the six University
dining halls helps alleviate

one of the problems of any
college
food
service
program, Clark
said.
Clark
caUed it
the
"boredom factor" and said
it is one of the primary
reasons for dissatisfaction
with University food services.
"When a student goes
away to college it is
probably the first time in
his life he is required to
eit three meals a day at
the same place."
The flexibility the meal
coupon system provides
students
the
option
of at least eating in a
different atmosphere offering some relief from
meal boredom, Clark said.
PERHAPS one of the
greatest advantages of the
meal coupon system is its
ability to reduce food waste.
Clark said he has been
involved in many college
food services and has come
to regard the "all you can
eat" meal ticket plans as

SUMMER
JOBS

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
HAVEN HOUSE•
•$350.0Q/mo.
1515 E. wooster

Warm weather--for now

and Amani Rooms are
open from 6 p.m.-midnight
Sunday through Thursday.

Restaurants"

Wooster & Summit

F»|e 4, The BG Newi, Wedaetday, Feb. O, 1T77
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UAO
presents

*

SUNDAY - MARCH 13th
ANDERSON ARENA
8 P.M.

DA VE MASON

ACROSS
1 Lut word of
"Sweet and Low'
7 Mythical fir si
mortal woman
14 Canton in N.
Switzerland
15 Only 1/6th of a
drachma
16 President Johnsons goal
Phrooe
19 Social affairs in
Poria
20 Beginning of anything
21 Aberdeen's river
22 Gone by
23 Treats malicious>y
25 Time period
26 Procrastinator
28 Pursue a course
30 Bowlers
31 The stage
32 Turpentine resin
33 Ruler: Abbr.
34 Steeples
37
a pikestaff
41 Flying object*
42 Immirp kind nf
sodium chloride

*'
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

44
__ Wrilh
--.__.

I
1

DOWN
I Lounged
2 Cape of NW
France, near
Cherbourg
3 Soon: Post
4 Breakfast favorites
5 Nominal value
6 Girl of song
7 Spud
8 Reply
9 Store signs
10 Term of informal
address
,, Broad sash
12 Cervine animal
13 Changed
!7 Colliery entrances
ig A |ong Ume
23 Pillars of stone
oj ^
•* - _!..«..
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.a Iin

16

■I

19

20

1
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22
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40 Rambled
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43 Reduced sail

Jr.
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48 Garden grubber
49
wide swath

34 Vaudeville acta
ou .v,,-.,...
Penzance
36 Repeating

49 This: Fr.
3| lexas campus.
for short
52 City on the

tantl
50 Sight in N.Y.
Harbor: Phrase

38 Pianoforte key
39 Quite
(more
than a meager

53 They Fr
54 Type of neck-

-. ' .

A
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Computational Services UNIVAC Seminars
FORTRAN,
COBOL, and PL 1 on the Unlvac. Room 2M Math Science
Bldg. at 9:00 ay.
,
| ^r\.
cx .,..

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Available
University Union Ticket Office

TICKETS ON SALE THURSDAY

p.m.

LOST 8. FOUN

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
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M. rmmt. for spr. qtr.
Prefer grad or
serious
student Prlv bdrm. 352 1898.
1 French-Canadian rmmt. for
spr. qtr. on campus. Compose! 2 5787 or 2 1605.

HELP WANTED

1 F. rmmt. spr. Haven
House. Mar & June rent pd.
Will negot. rest. 2 J608

SUMMER JOBS:
FIFTY
STATE catalogue of over
2000 summer lob employers
(with application forms'.
Send S2 to: SUMCHOICE,
Box 645, State College. PA
16(01.
"TENNIS
PROS
AND
ASSISTANT PROS
for
seasonal, outdoor clubs,
require good playing and
teaching background. Call
(301)
654 3770,
or
send
complete resume to: Col. R.
Reade, W.T.S., 8401 Con
nectlcut Ave. Suite 1011.
Chevy Chase. MD.20015."

F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr.
Haven House. 1 mo. rent
FREE. Debbie 353 4804.
1 rmmt. for spr. qtr. Prefer
serious student prlv. bdrm.
Call Brad 352 2305.
F. rmmt. needed spr. qtr.
'urn house. ' i blk-campus.
MO mo. Call Immed. 2-505J.
I F. rmmt. needed spr. qtr.
no new apt. Close to campus.
Ph. 352 4890.

1 F. rmmt. immed. or spr.
across from campus. 855 mo
352 3406.
PERSONALS
To the Brothers of Phi
Kappa Psi Beware until the
time go active, we've still
have tricks up our sleeves.
The Pledges
Ramblin'
dinner at
have a
Buckeye
"Moron."

Rose ■ Thanks for
Dominic's, you still
sexy nose. Love.
Joe Jr.
alias -

Congratulations Lucia and
Pierre on your engagement.
Good Luck In the future.
Love, you customers.
SAE's on Saturday night,
you Brought the house down,
to Mr. Boiangles. we sure
went to town. Thanks for the
tea, we had a great time The Alpha Xl's.
,
Eunle's Bar. Happy Hours
Thurs. from 9 12 p.m. 809 S.
Main St.
Pledges: Congratulations on
going Neophyte! Love, your
Phi Mu Sisters.

Need 1 M rmmt. for spr. qtr.
Furn. S65 mo. 352-2291.

.'

%

*

late, we think you're great I
Thanx for the special songs
and a great sound system at
the formal. Love. The Alpha
Chl's.
Congratulations to Monika
and Jeff on your Sig Ep-AX
laveliering.
Don't worry
Monika, we really were
surprised! Love, your AX
Sisters.
STARTING FEBRUARY 25PHANTOM
OF
THE
PARADISE "He sold his soul
for
rock n roll.
STARRING
PAUL
WILLIAMS.
THE
SAME
NIGHT TOMMY STARRING
ANN MARGARET. A U.A.O.
Presentation
Beat tne rush - Get your
scuba
gear
tor
Spring
Break's Florida trip NOW!!
AQUA HUT 521 S. Prospect
St. Open Tues. (THRU) Sat.
12 6 and Sunday 12 4.
The Talk Show Is your show.
Call 2 2418 Tonight 9-11
WFAL 680 a.m.
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 3526236 M 8. F 1 3 p.m.
Tu., W., Th. 6:X9:30 p.m.
Pendleton Realty Apts. for
Fall 353 3641. It does make a
difference with whom you
lease. Ask your firends!
Formal
and our dates
together make for an unbeatable candlepaslng.
Congrats to Marianne and
Tom on your engagement.
DZ love, the Sisters.
Questions about your classes
maior on any academic
issue. Call Peer Academic
Advising team. 372-0324.
Coney
Just cut you're new
Bus. Mgr. doesn't mean you
still can't play ring toss with
us.
Congrats
&
Love
Schmelly roomies.
FOR SALE
Peavy T.N.T. 100-2 mo. old
Make offer. 352-3343.
Flute-French Model (Arm
strong) VG Cond. Silver body
8, Head For Info. 352 4733.
FOR SALE

I M. rmmt. to fill 4 man apt.
tor spr. qtr. 8200 per qtr. No
Deposit Ph. 352-3228.

*
*

Needed 2 3 people to subl.
apt. Spr. & Sum. Call 352
2782 or 352 W8.

LOST: Small baby spoonring
between SS and Ed. Bldgs.
on 2 17. Great sentimental
value. REWARD. Call Sal
616 3566 or 3720253.

WANTED

Finders in Bowling Green and Findlay
Schoolkids Records

Gay Union meeting In room 703 Hayes Hall al 7:30 p m

LOST: Woman's necklaceBold chain with black stones.
REWARD. Call 372-SMt.

*
*

Tickets are $5 for lower bleacher
and Reserved Seats
$4 General Admission

Ski Club meellng. Nominafions for next years officers. Room
210 Math Science Bids, a! 7 30 p.m.

BGSU Ski Club meeting, room 310 Math Science Bldg. at 7:30

THE MICHAEL STANLEY BAND
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56

55

29 Carpet

HllMAN,
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46 Soft and smooth
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55 Country surrounded by another country
56 Place
57 Puzzled
completely
58 Left port

—

Prairie Margins (undergrad.
lit; mag.) Is accepting short
stories, poetry and literary
reviews for the spring Issue.
Sand manuscripts to 202 U.H.
mailbox Deadline. March X.

Need 1 mature F. to share 2
bdrm.
apt.
197.50
mo.,
located on 1st St. 352-6121
after 4 pm.
_

Special thanks to Rookie
O'Ryen and his crew for the
super tunes at our beer
blast. The Brothers of Beta
Theta Pi.

Kuitom 200 AMP with CTS
Lansing bottom. 8200. Call
372-1046.
FOR RENT

The
Betas
wish
to
congratulate President Oreo
and First Lady Judy on tholr
lavaliering (Finally).

Mi'it sublet apt. Summer.
J150 mo 1 bdrm. Call 3522243

Thanx Lit Taus for your
Valentine thoughtfulness and
the great time at Dixie. The
Brothers of Phi Kappa Tua.

1 F rmmt. needed to subl.
apt. 883 mo. E. Wooster.
Julie
352-2472.
Spr.
or
Summer.

Jeff Shore - Sorry this Is

Need 2-3 people to subl. hse.

across from Rogers for Sum.
Call 372 3848.
Mid Am Manor 641 3rd Now
renting,.' Furn 8267. Unfurn
8200 All util. pd. Exc. elec..
352 4380 9 5

Girls Student rms. Spr. or
Fall qtrs. 817 wk. Kitchen
facilities. 135 Ridge St 352
4517.
B.G. Aprs. 818 & 822 2nd St.
2 bdrm. furn. w a-c 8. gas
heat. Upper Level «320 mo.
& elec. Ground Level 8300
mo. & elec. Summer 8150
mo. 8 elec. Year lease 8250
mo. & elec. Model Apt. A 4
818 2nd St. 3520305 or 353
5239.
House for 6 students girls
only. 9 mo.
lease near
campus Ph. 352 7365
Aprs for 4 students 3 bdrm.
near campus. 9.or 12 mo.
leases. 352 7365.
Couple desires house apt. to
sublease. April to end of
July. 353 1614
For Fall near campus, 521
E. Merry. 4 Persons 2
bedroom all utilities paid
except electric. Free cable
for TV. Building in excellent
condition. No increase from
1976 prices. Phone 352 6447 or
3526489.
House for rentm 2 bdrm.
spr qtr. avail, now. 730 Elm
St. Bob 352 6100.
Half house 1 bdrm. for 3
students. Girls only. Located
on E. Wooster. 352 7365.
1 bdrm. apt. to sublet for
Spr Qtr. 352 6373.
Renting for Fall effec. 256 S.
College, for Summer. 1 8. 3
bdrm. furn. 256 S. College. 4
bdrm. house, 303 S. Prospect.
Ph 3533611.
TWO BEDROOM. FOUR
PERSON, FURNISHED AIR
CONDITIONED TENANT
PAYS ONLY FOR ELEC
TRIC. 885.00 MONTH PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 SIXTH STREET. EX
CELLENT CONDITION.
WASHER & DRYER IN
BUILDING.
CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY 3525163.
2 Bdrm. Furn. Aprs. Summer
and Fall. 352-1800 or 352-4671.
Rm. for 2 M all M. House. 1
blk from campus avail, now.
Ph 353-3858.
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing
for Fall of 1977. No Increase
In rate from fall of 1976. 8350
mo. Call 352-9378. Model
opened Sat. Aft. 1-4.
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Local Briefs
Scholarships
The College of Education's Program Advisement
Office has announced that applications for the six
Alumni Association scholarships for education students
and the Robert F. and Idell Shelton Scholarship for
rising education juniors are available at the office, 36S
Education Bldg.
Application deadline is March 31.

Graduation
Candidates for March 19 graduation should place
their orders immediately for cap and gown regalia at
the University Bookstore. No cash is needed when
measurements are made. Graduation announcements
will be on sale two weeks before commencement.

Cedar Point jobs
Cedar Point will interview at the University on
March 3 and 4. Sign-ups will begin Monday in the
Student Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.

Law scholarships
The Department of Legal Studies has announced the
availability of a scholarship for as much as $1,000 for
a rising senior (June, 1978 graduate) intending to
enter the legal profession.
Selection will be based on scholastic achievement,
extracurricular activity and ability. Financial need is
not a consideration.
Applications may be obtained from the offices of the
legal studies department, College of Arts and Sciences,
political science department and the criminal justice
department. They must be returned to the Department
of Legal Studies by Monday, April 4.

Asian dinner
There will be an Asian Roots Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday at Peace Lutheran Church, Pearl Street.
Slides of Japan and a filmstrip about the People's
Republic of China will be shown. Anyone interested in
Asian studies is welcome. Tickets, $2. are limited.
For transportation or more information call 352-4575.

Industrial Ed. club
There will be a meeting for all members of the
Industrial Education Club and anyone with a major or
minor in industrial education at 6:30 p.m. today in 105
Technology Bldg.

Organizations plead for allocations
from page 1
and asked ACGFA for
$1,900 to go through with
the program.

She explained that the
committee
also
sold
calendars and candy to
help raise money for
several trips.
The
Gay
Union,
represented by Gregory T.
Muntean, Junior, and
Becky L. Roller, senior,
asked for $2,214.50, to
"help educate the straight
people."
"The main reason we
need the money is that I
believe there are 2,000
people out there that I'm
not reaching," Roller said.
"The more money we get,
the more people we get."
Muntean
said
the
organization has formed a
speakers bureau to invite
speakers to classes and
community.
Other major expenses
include programs and

THE
ALBUM,
if
produced would be sold
nationally, Sanders said.
"If there is national
distribution, whether they
buy it or not, at least they
can say they heard about it
(the choir)," she said.
If the record sells well,
as two previous albums
have, Sanders said the
choir will ask for less
money each year until it is
self-sufficient.
The total request was
$2,010 and includes $960 for
travel,
Sanders
said.
However, she added, most
churches the choir Is invited to pay the choir for
travel.

SVahSVafifiemng

352-9344

more money."
He said the money will
be used to sponsor more
programs to raise money

for a scholarship program.
Hearings will continue
tonight and thoughout this
weekend.

JOB INTERVIEWS
for BG News applicants
will be held
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Sign up for an interview
at 106 University Hall
For more information, call 372-2003

BARGAIN PRICES
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES
MMNIiOMVtl •»'

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
AllMUfltNIS SI M

from page 1

boost
enrollment,
LaTourette said. This move
will increase
full-time
equivalent
(FTE)
enrollment figures based on the total credit
hours of all graduate
students divided by 15.

"Nationally, graduate
enrollments are down
about 2 per cent and this is
reflected throughout Ohio
universities."
He said the Graduate
College has designed its
own Phone Power program
to attract new students.
Phone calls will be made
to about 600 students who
have expressed an interest
in
the
University's
graduate program, according to LaTourette.
Increased credit hour
requirements for graduate
students also will help

"These are the figures
that are used to determine
state subsidies to the
University," he explained.
Increases in the number
of graduate assistantships
and new interdisciplinary
master's programs also

ABORTION
$150.00
IOU FRtt torn 10 pm

WITKIO*

will attract graduate
students, LaTourette said,
adding, "But a lot of it is
proper marketing."

HURTLE ACROSS EUROPE

Pendlcton Realty

WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST

319 E. Wooster

...A STUNNING THRILLER!

IS NOW LEASING FOR FALL.
Georgetown Manor. Luther Apt.,
Jefferson House, Mt. Vernon,
North Grove Gardens
and Forest Apts.
Call us at 353-3641. It does make a
difference with whom you lease.
ASK YOUR FRIENDS

Grad breakfast

A

Ohio to educate members
on new developments in
the field.
"The basis for all this is
that you care about
someone else and that you
try to change the system,"
Roberto
said.
"The only requirement in a
field like this is that you
have a concern about
people."
James M. Funk, a
representative
of the
Student Veterans Club,
asked for the same amount
of funding the club
received last year ($400).
"I don't think you guys
(ACGFA) have as much
money to work with this
year as you had last year,
and everybody should do
their part to try to help
out," Funk said, "so I
can't Justify asking for any

Frosh, graduate enrollment dips;
STAtlVM
nationwide decline trend noted /fir
Cinema

1-800-438-5534

Sign-up is being conducted now for breakfast with
Dean Elmer Spreitzer, associate dean of the Graduate
College, on Thursday, March 3. Sign-up. in the
Graduate Student Senate, is limited to 12.

communications, he added
"To be able to do
anything is going to take
some type of support,"
Muntean said "A lot of that
comes down to how much
we can afford to do."
Michael J. Roberto,
coordinator of affairs for
the
Criminal
Justice
Organization, asked for
$730 to cover that group's
expenses for the next year.
THE
CRIMINAL
Justice
program
js
one ot the fastest growing
programs at the University, Roberto said.
He said the organization
is offering anyone with an
interest in the field a
glimpse of what work in
this area is like.
The bulk of the funding
would pay for field trips to
seminars and institutions in

Clients Interested in
short slide-tape shows
for their needs to underwrite student expenses of production for
course credit.
James R. Gordon
School of Journalism

At noon on October 25th.
the Transcontinental Express
left Geneva Station with
almost one thousand people on hoard.
Their destination:
Basel, Parts, Brussels, A
nl.ini.
Copenhagen and Stockholm.

372-0308

UNIVERSITY THEATRE AND
^ftoCUXaU «taj/C proudly present

STYLING SALON

LE CABARET FOLLIES
Former Himl.ru: Green hairdresser.
Past 2 years training and managing
in Sarasota. Fla.
Have been
currently touring hairdresser with
76-77
Itfii IIV
Ice Follies.
r MUM'S

A

Style Cuts Reg. $10.00 $ fi • 95
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
•NO APPOINTMfNI NECESSARY

"A variety show brimfull of songs and
dances that will keep you smiling, toetapping, and applauding. A showcase of
all the Cabaret Players, who perform
music from Pop to Classical, from
Tinpan Alley to Broadway...the Grand
Finale of the Cabaret season."

DELTA GAMMA Is Proud To
Announce Its New Actives
April Fawcett
Beth Lange
J«ri Lynch
Janet Masters
Molly McSherry
Julie Morici
Holly Oborlin
Edie Planitz
Sarah Sakel
Pam Strine
Rhonda Walton
Toby Weber

And Special Congratulations

OPENING NIGHT
FRIDAY, FEB. 25th

IWTIHKH

,I.EK STRASRERl.
.-HI li I IIM|i|I.K.«,,.i„ii_lH (IARDNER.VHOU- |- ««n«T»n«un R WSTHCTB •

Ths Trsns-Connnimi lupnm «M aspen I
TH1 CAMANPHA CBOSSIMO

Mon.Fri.ot 7:30 «?:45 p.m.
Sot. at 2:00—7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
Son. at 2:00—4:30—7:30 • 9:45 p.i
•Mass fesasj on MM SO M net to nrtsi i
tsrrnyina moment ot your |oum*r

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
'HI TIANS-CONTININTAl HPRtl* IOUNU 'Of PARIS IRUSSIll
AMSTERDAM AND CORfNHAGIN MUSI H R1ROUUO IO A OUARAN
TINI ARIA WHIN II tt 'OUND TO HAVI A TIRROMT AROARO WHO
IS CARRYING A HWJMU CONTAGIOUS DIAMV DiilA.f Trtf TRAIN II
HAIIO ANO fORCIO TO TRAVI1 ACROSS Thf CASSANDRA
CROSSING THt AU-STAR CAST INCLUDING SOPHIA LORIN IICMA'D
HARRIS IURT lANCAITIR MARTIN SHUN AVA GARDNfR ANO
SiMPSON MAM THIS PICTURI TM1 SUSPINSf TH.iun 0* 1HI

ONE PERFORMANCE • 9:00 P.M.
Hear the best songs

Make plans now

from the best shows,
Including:

for "the show
of shows"

SAT.
FRI.
SAT.
FRI.

A Chorus Line
Shenandoah
The Magic Show
Applause
and, of course,

FEB. 26th
MARCH 4
MARCH 5
MARCH 11
SAT. MARCH 12
FRI. MARCH 18
SAT. MARCH 19

CABARET

To Toby Weber
As Outstanding Pledge

IWSWHWSSWI
SOPHIA LORES RICHARD HARRIS
MARTIN SHEEN O J. SIMPSON UONEL ST ANDER
INCRIDTH1LIN

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED - 352-5211
STUDENT DISCOUNT

POSITIVELY LAST WEEK!

Falcons hope to break losing streak
Would you believe the Bowling Green basketball team
has lost five straight Mid-American Conference (MAC)
games? Maybe.
But would you believe how the Falcon cagers have lost
those last five league encounters? Never.
The Falcons have lost its seven MAC games this season
by a total of 24 points. Yes, it's been that close. BG's
bad luck streak started with one-point losses to Ohio
University and Eastern Michigan when Rosie Bames and
Dave Sutton missed dunk shots.
THE RESULT? BG coach John Weinert banned the
dunk shot for one game before allowing his squad slam
against Loyola of Chicago in a non-league contest. But
only after the Falcons had built an insurmountable lead.
Then it was the questionable intentional foul called by
an official against Sutton in the final minutes of the
Toledo University game. The Falcons had cut Toledo's 14point lead to four before a referee whistled a technical on
Weinert for throwing a towel in the air.

Next, it was the tricky out-of-bounds play by Central
Michigan that cost the Falcons a 57-56 decision to the
Chippewas. The Falcons trailed with a minute remaining
and decided to stall and take the last shot. The strategy
paid off when Sutton hit a layup with two seconds
remaining.

Greg Smith
But Leonard Drake drew a foul on BG's Ron Hammye
on the inbounds play. Drake, the leading free throw
shooter in the MAC, sank both ends of the bonus situation
to give the Chippewas the win.
THEN IT was the Northern Illinois University (NIU)

BG swans jump to third

■ The BV Sews

Sports
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Aim to climb out of basement
Nvwtphofo br lorry KoyMr

A shoo-in for Shumaker?

Reserve your spot now
Are you tired of running over to the Women's
Building for a quick game of basketball and finding
it occupied by another group of students?
According to James E. Kleinfelter, Student
Government Association (SGA) senator, the
Women's Gym can be reserved provided no home
gymnastics, fencing or basketball games are
scheduled.
In order to reserve a court, students must
complete a form at 201 Womens Building.
According to Kleinfelter, this procedure applies
only winter quarter when the gym can be reserved
from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Friday, 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday and 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. Sunday.
Kleinfelter said the physical education and
recreation department and SGA request that
students limit their games to a half-court and sign
up for only one hour at a time.

Women cagers continue surge
The Bowling Green women's basketball team evened
their season record at 4-4 with a 60-57 win over Marshall
last Friday.
Charissa Urbano paced the BG attack with IS points,
whUe Sue Oberholtzer and Bobbi Little hit for 12 and 10
respectively. Little also grabbed 13 rebounds, while Sue
Chorman garnered 10.
"The girls are finally getting used to each other, and
me
as
their
coach,"
Liu
said.
'We're looking forward to the state tournament and
hopefully, the regionals."
The local hoopsters, who have now won four of their
last five games, travel to Eastern Michigan Friday
before closing their season with a home encounter
against Miami. -BOB RENNEV

AAatmen optimistic again
Q.-Is there real optimism, or just false optimism in the Bowling
Green wrestling camp this
week?
A.-We'll find out after
the Mid-American Conference (MAC) championships in Athens next
weekend.
In Athens last Saturday,
seven-time defending
league champion Ohio
University blitzed the
Falcons, 34-3. The defeat
gave BG a 6-6 overall slate
and 0-6 blemish in the
MAC to complete the
regular season.
NOW, ONLY the loop
tournament is left. The last
two years, Falcon coach
Bruce Bellard and many
players were optimistic at
this time. And, in both of
those campaigns, BG
finished dead last in the
MAC classic.

Again, the Falcons sound
positive as they prepare
every day this week and
the next for the season
finale. Hopefully, it's not a
broken record.
"I'm an optimist,"
Bellard admitted for the
upteenth straight week.
"THE ONLY teams we
should have lost to this
year were Toledo and OU,"
said Bill Frazier, who
picked up BG's lone victory against the powerful
Bobcats. "This year's team
is definitely better than the
last two years. We should
finish between fifth and
sixth"
Jay Liles added, "It
depends on the seeding, but
as far as the Ohio match is
concerned, many people
lost close matches and it
didn't show In the final
score."
Thinking positive seems

Only 17 class days
and 10 issues left gang I

•••••••••••••*
*
*
*
*
*

LITTLE COUNTRY CERAMICS

BG News
Business
Interviews

18202 Brim Rd. , B.G.

to be held
Wed., Thurs., and Fri.,

*
*

Ceramic Supplies And
Evening Classes Available
open 10 AM - 8:30 PM

sign up in
The BG News Office

*
*
*

»000l0^000000000000000000l00ltltl0l0l0000^

106 University Hall
352-0607

••••••••••••

*

UNIVERSITY COURTS
DELTA ZETA PLEDGES
REALLY RATE
BUT OUR 16 NEW
ACTIVES ARE SUPER
GREAT!

&

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

Deb Badarzynski
Beth Cavender

Vicky Herman
Brenda Kress
Coe Crlbbs
Jacquie Peters
Katie Croskery
Carolyn Reid
Debbie Roshetko
Nancy D'lsa
Edythe Degirolamo Laurie Schrand
Debbie Evans
Janet Sollonberger
Debbie Gardella
Mary Stork

L WELCOME TO THE
ACTIVE BUNCH

NOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTAL
Office Hours:
Anon., Wed., Fri. 1-5 p.m.
Tues. 8 Thurs. 10-5 p.m.
Sat. 10-4 p.m.
OR CALL FOR APPOINTMENT 352-0164
OFFICE
Located Last Bldg. on Sooth Mercer St.

game, when official scorer WUlard Wankelman forgot his
first grade arithmetic and miscopied the number of Mike
Huebner in the scorebook. Wankelman, the official scorer
here for nearly 30 years, copied Huebner's number as 35,
although his number is 31. And the Falcons were hit with
a technical foul.
Matt Hicks, the MAC's leading scorer, converted the
foul shot and scored a basket on the ensuing possession.
All in all, the mistake cost the Falcons three points,
possession of the ball and the game
After the NIU game, Weinert said, "This is just
another nail in what has been an unbelievable season. A
guy (Wankelman) keeps a book for 30 years and he
makes a mistake that costs us a game. It's just unbelievable the freak ways we're losing our games.
"Nobody knows what I'm going through. I just wonder
what's going to go wrong next"
Hopefully, it won't be tonight when the Falcons travel
to Kent State to challenge the Golden Flashes in a 7:30
tipoff.

to be this year's slogan,
again, in preparation for
the MAC championships.
Real or false optimism?
We'U find out March 5 TERRY GOODMAN

Synchronized swimming
involves
figures
and
routine competition.
Bowling Green's swan
club improved in both
divisions last weekend
when they tied Western
Illinois University (WIU)
for third place in the
University of Michigan
Invitational.
Ohio State University
won the meet with 79
points, while host Michigan
was second with 77.
Bowling Green and WIU
finished with 22.
"This is a real improvement
for
us,"

Bowling Green coach Jean
Campbell said. "The move
up (in the invitational) was
primarily due to Darla
Spitzer's solo competiton."
Spitzer placed fourth in
her speciality for BG,
which placed fourth in its
last invitational outing.
CONNIE Cooper captured
the junior competition and
teamed
with Marilyn
Humphrey to place fifth in
a duet routine.
BG's routine squad of
Cooper, Spitzer, Marilyn
and Margo Humphrey.
Peggy Crook and Annette
Ricci grabbed fourth place.

Campbell said she was
pleased with the meet's
results because BG has
never emphasized the
competitive aspect of
synchronized swimming
before this season.
"Many of the team
members aren't used to it
either," Campbell said.
"But they did improve
their figure competitions
although the scores ddn't
show it."
BG's next competition
will be the Midwest
regionals, slated for April
1-3 at Ohio State .-CHERYL
GESCHKE

Swimmers' dual mark dives to 3-7
By Dave Smercina
Sports Writer
Four meets in eight days may have
been a bit too much for the Bowling
Green swim team.
The tankers were blown out of
Eastern Michigan University's
(EMU) pool Friday night 83-29, the
most lopsided loss for BG this
season.
All BG could muster in the 13-event
matchup was two first place (Jeff
Wolf in the 50-yard freestyle and
Dennis Erdelyl in the 200-yard

breakstroke) and four second place
finishes.
The loss left BG with a final dual
meet record of 3-7, the poorest
showing since 1945.
BUT FIRST things first-what
happened against EMU?
"They Just weren't mentally
prepared for that meet," Falcon
head coach Tom Stubbs said.
The meet was the fourth since Feb.
11, and Stubbs said that there was a
definite team letdown following last
Tuesday's win over Notre Dame.
The date of the meet also was

moved up one day because the
Hurons had mistakenly scheduled two
meets for Saturday.
Falcon diver Kurt Seibenick,
probably a double winner, didn't
make the trip because of an arm
injury.
"WE SWAM three meets fairly
well in a row," the BG mentor said.
"We just didn't have another good
meet in us."
The Falcons remain idle until the
Mid-American Conference (MAC)
Championships, March 3-t at Western
Michigan.

Next year
you could be on
a scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays your tuition and
gives you a $100 a month allowance. And it picks up the tab for
books and lab fees, as well.
After college, you'll receive a commission in the Air Force ... go on
to additional, specialized training ... as you get your start as an Air
Force officer. There'll be good pay and responsibility, and lots of
other benefits ... and a great opportunity to serve your country.
It all starts right here — in college — In the Air Force ROTC.
Look us up ... see what we have to offer, and show us what you
can offer in return.
MEN-WOMEN MANY OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE PILOT,
NAVIGATOR, MISSILE, TECHNICAL AND NON-TECHNICAL CAREER AREAS.

Air Force ROTO
Gateway to
a Great Way of Lite
CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
164 MEMORIAL HALL 352-5917

